
FAT AL GORE
DETERMINED TO STRIKE
IN US

Alread
y, at
least
ten
people
were
killed
in
yester
day’s
“derec
ho”–th
e
massiv

e, violent thunderstorm that traveled from
Illinois to DC. That’s before the 3 million
people who lost power now trying to cope with
today’s 100+ degree weather. Reported gas
shortages may exacerbate the challenges.

And a slew of all-time high temperature records
were broken just in the last few days

109° Nashville, TN (old record 107°
7/28/1952
109° Columbia, SC (old record 107° on
two previous occasions)
109° Cairo, IL (old record 106° on
8/9/1930)
108° Paducah, KY (ties same on 7/17/1942
106° Chattanooga, TN (ties same on
7/28/1952)
105° Raleigh, NC (ties same on 8/21/2007
and 8/18/1988)
105° Greenville, SC (old record 104°
8/10/2007 although 106° was recorded by
the Signal Service in July 1887)
104° Charlotte, NC (ties same on 8/9 and
10/2007 and 9/6/1954)
102° Bristol, TN (ties same on
7/28/1952-this site now known as `Tri-
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State Airport’)
109° Athens, GA. This is just 1° shy of
the Georgia state record for June of
110° set at Warrenton in 1959.

We haven’t seen this many records broken since
1936 brought the Dust Bowl.

Then, of course, there’s Colorado burning, where
high heat and winds have turned normal summer
fires into a catastrophe.

I joke with my use of “Fat Al Gore” to personify
the growing evidence of climate change that
conservatives mock by calling the former Vice
President fat. But this is getting to a point
where the terror industry and the homeland
security industry, generally, needs to come to
grips with the fact that the biggest immediate
threat to the “homeland” is not terrorism or
drugs or even hackers, but climate change.

Last summer we lost around 400 people and
several towns to tornadoes. This weekend, our
nation’s capital and the states surrounding it
are facing the same kind of challenges they
might be in case of a terrorist attack or
utility hack, along with dangerous heat as an
immediate threat.

And yet our country is still treating this
urgent threat by dismissing those calling for
immediate action. “You’ve covered your ass now,
let me go back to drumming up other threats.”
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